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FIX Fixed an issue where we collected jvmlauncher.log instead of jvmpatcher.log

FIX Fixed an issue where the Expand All link at the top of summary emails never worked

FIX Fixed an issue where the progress bar would not show the splash image, but only labels and progress bars when running as 
SYSTEM

FIX Fixed an issue where rcplauncher.log, .prov2install.log and provisioning.log were not collected when running as SYSTEM

FIX Fixed an issue where SMTP progress emails could contain two emails in one, if sent within the same second

FIX Fixed an issue where failed mail sends using SMTPEmailer=blat were wrongly logged as successful

FIX Fixed an issue introduced in 11.0.78 where for single user / admin&|designer clients, Directory was wrongly set to 
NotesProgramDirectoryNew (where notes.ini is) instead of NotesDataDirectoryNew

FIX / CHANGE Fixed an issue where %localappdata% was resolved as C:\WINDOWS\system32\config\systemprofile when running MCUpgrade 
via System without console session

FIX / CHANGE The Expand All and Collapse All links at the beginning of summary email will now only be displayed in browsers and MIME 
renderers which support JavaScript 1.6 or newer
That also means, that they will no longer be visible in Notes clients, since neither of the MIME renderers support JS 1.6 or newer

FIX / CHANGE When running as system without console session, %localappdata% will now be resolved as localappdata of default user (usually 
C:\Users\Default\Appdata\Local)

FIX / CHANGE / 
ENHANCEMENT

Multiuser Directory migration will now occur for all folders under user root (usually C:\Users\) that match the old notes data suffix (i.
e. \Vendor\Notes\Data)

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEMENT

Citrix Optimization will ignore the following settings when launched without MultiUserSharedDataNew:
for jvm.properties:
- any line where the value contains %MCU_MultiUserSharedDataNew_Coptim%
- vmarg.Xnolinenumbers=-Xnolinenumbers
- vmarg.Dshare=%MCU_Unmerge%,singleJVM
for rcplauncher.properties:
- config.system.1=%MCU_RemoveIf%-data
- config.system.2=%MCU_RemoveIf%${rcp.home}/rcp/systemdata

ENHANCEMENT The Citrix Optimization option Disable DEP now also works for any upgrade for which at least NotesProgramDirectoryNew is 
specified

ENHANCEMENT The Citrix Optimization option Compact Templates now also works for any upgrade where NotesDataDirectoryNew is specified, 
but MultiUserSharedDataNew is not (then compacting templates in NotesDataDirectoryNew)

ENHANCEMENT Added a Collapse All link at the top of summary emails

ENHANCEMENT Added progress display in second progress bar for Multiuser migration and cleanup

This component release is part of MarvelClient 11.0
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